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For those familiar with The Corporation (2003) directed by Mark Achbar and Jennifer Abbott,
The Shock Doctrine, co-directed by Michael Winterbottom and Mat Whitecross, is an
indispensible companion piece, particularly if one has the misfortune of having to endure the
nonsensical ramblings of ‘free market’ apologists who are friends or family.
The film is based on Naomi Klein’s eponymous book, but as events that led up to the films
premiere in London in 2009 made clear, Klein herself disowns this particular adaptation of her
work. Originally asked to provide the narration for the film, as well as extensive interviews, after
watching successive edits she evidently felt that, while the film didn’t exactly misrepresent her
thesis, it failed to provide the kind of careful analysis that her book was clearly at pains to
document.
Despite Klein’s reservations, The Shock Doctrine nonetheless is saved from the kind of ‘go for the
jugular’ excesses one associates with the films of Michael Moore (I am thinking of Moore’s almost
sadistic interrogation of poor old doddering Charlton Heston in Bowling for Columbine, for
example), and focuses instead on the business of disinterring a succession of machtpolitik horrors
perpetrated in Chile, Argentina, the UK and elsewhere by a gang of ideologues nick-named the
‘Chicago Boys’. The theories that unite this gang (and their acolytes/stooges Augusto Pinochet,
Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher) are the free market and minimal state intervention
strategies propounded by University of Chicago economist Milton Friedman in the late 1950s and
early 1960s. Rather frighteningly, after watching The Shock Doctrine it appears that Friedman
himself needs little encouragement to come across as a dangerously mad professor whose
laboratories were the struggling economies of various nation states, past and present.
The Shock Doctrine provides a neat overview of the changes in US economic policy from
Roosevelt’s Keynesian ‘New Deal’ policies, to Richard Nixon’s conservative (but still Keynesian)
outlook, to the far-right conservatism of the Reagan era and beyond. Firstly zeroing in on the
Reagan era, the film essays the activities of both the CIA and the Chicago Boys in undermining the
democratically elected government of Salvador Allende, the subsequent installation of the
militarist dictator Pinochet, and the cold-blooded utilisation of Chile as a real-life, real-time lab
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experiment to substantiate Friedman’s economic theories. And as we all know, the experiment did
not go at all well for the people of Chile.
The film then jumps to events closer to our own times — the financial/economic crisis in
Argentina, the tsunami in Indonesia, hurricane Katrina, the war in Iraq — and mounts a
convincing case that in each of these national ‘shocks’ to the collective consciousness, the Chicago
Boys and their cronies have stepped in to impose their idea of economic ‘shock therapy’: taking
advantage of the crisis by engineering deregulation, tax cuts for the wealthy and large
corporations, and the privatization of once publically owned utilities. Each of these national
disasters are of course extreme events, but the ‘free market’ measures exacted after these disasters
can be observed in longer time-frames as well, if one takes but a moment to remember how
utilities once owned by the public have successively been sold off to private corporations here in
Australia over the past 30 years or so for example.
And this is partly the point of Winterbottom and Whitecross’ adaptation of Klein’s book, I think.
The ‘shock therapy’ events in Chile, Thatcherite Britain and even Indonesia may seem a world
away from life in 2012, but when one remembers that the Baillieu government in Victoria is
planning to sell billions of dollars of public assets, and the NSW government plans to privatize
Port Botany later this year, one realizes that the same ideology that sank its teeth into those
faraway events is the same ideology driving the hand-over of what was once ‘ours’ to corporate
giants. As Klein herself notes in the one extra included in this DVD release, the nemesis of public
political engagement in the early 21st century is not the endless vying for power of political
parties, but the ever growing anti-democratic power of global corporatism.
Whew. It’s enough to make you lunge for the Perrier water.
So is The Shock Doctrine just a political tract, a militant cry to arm the barricades and to defend
the world against Chicago Boy-backed corporatism? Well, no, it doesn’t present itself as such, but
rather tries to present the connective threads of Klein’s book in the form of a visual essay, drawing
upon hours and hours of archival and stock footage. Interspersed throughout these archival
montages are sequences where Naomi Klein herself is speaking at various public forums,
explaining the history, effects and affects of Friedman’s economic theories. Klein is a powerful
and articulate speaker, and one can immediately see that The Shock Doctrine suffers from not
allowing Klein more screen-time to articulate her thesis and ideas. I have little doubt that had
Winterbottom and Whitecross been a little more open to Klein’s input, the film would have
been—well, not stronger or more powerful, but perhaps more finessed.
And that is the films only real problem: it comes across as quite clunky at times, a little too rough
around the edges and a little too willing to allow bluster and hyperbole to win you over.
Winterbottom and Whitecross have not been able to find a well-articulated, cinematographically
‘clean’ line through the material they present, and the film is thus very unlikely to provoke a crisis
in political faith in anyone who doesn’t already share the filmmakers’ and Klein’s viewpoint.
The only extra on the DVD release is a half hour interview between Klein, the filmmakers and
Robert Redford, conducted on the evening of the premier of the film at Sundance. While Klein
patiently endeavors to explain her thesis, Redford is encouraged to reminisce about his activist
days, effectively derailing the interview from being a discussion about the film to a nostalgic walk
through of Redford’s glory days. Much more interesting to observe is the barely concealed
discomfort Klein displays when Winterbottom and Whitecross discuss the process of making their
fi lm.
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Rating: 4 out of 5 stars
The Shock Doctrine
Dir. Michael Winterbottom & Mat Whitecross
UK, 2009, 78 mins
Available to rent or buy from Hopscotch
Rated M
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